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Introduction. It is not a secret that most of today’s mass
media are owned by private companies, which develop their
products primarily according to market behaviour. Brian McNair
(2004) [1, 112] argues that the journalistic text must be in sub-
jection to marketing restrictions within the changed value
(price), which derives from income and profit. «If the media
owner is committed to advertising, the advertiser is required to
deliver the audiences of the same quality and quantity in order
to obtain the maximum price for the area.» Even Umberto Eco
(1995) [2, 54], a leading theoretician of semiotics, understands
media activity as a part of the mass culture, and, according to

him, «mass culture is produced groups that are in the hands of
economic power and which want to earn on it.» Tadeusz Zasepa
(2002) [3, 157] thinks that the press which is focused on ear-
nings is associated with a need to fight for financial resources
of its consumers by means of communication. Thus, it orders
newspapers to take the risk and fulfil consumers’ wishes
because such are the demands of the particular segment of the
newspaper market. 

The main objective of the research is to analyze the evo-
lution of published reports about Ukraine in selected nationwide
dailies, such as Hospodarske noviny (Economic News), Daily
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Pravda (Dailu Truth), Daily SME from 10 February 2014 to 9
March 2014.

One of the secondary research objectives is to determine
how many of the posts with the theme «Ukraine» were put on
the front pages of the abovementioned newspapers.

We have analyzed the placement of published reports
about Ukraine in the contents of selected journals.

Another secondary objective is to analyze people who were
made public in the published reports touching upon the
Ukrainian theme.

Choice of material. The refusal of the Government
Delegation for Ukraine to sign at the EU Vilnus Summit on 29
November 2013 the Association Agreement and a Deep and
Comprehensive Free Trade Area Agreement with the European
Union is considered to be the event that triggered the modern
Ukrainian crisis. [4] That refusal and the desire to deepen eco-
nomic cooperation with neighbouring Russia [5; 6] provoked a
wave of criticism in the country and the next day, 30 November
2013, protests erupted in Kiev, where 79 people were injured.
[7] The protests continued in the following days, when
Independence Square, which is also known as Maidan (literaly:
a square), was occupied with thousands of protesters in sup-
port of Ukrainian opposition and the resignation of the govern-
ment of President Viktor Yanukovych. The protests came to a
head on 18 February 2014, when the government district in Kiev
had experienced a bloody clash between riot police and demon-
strators. [8] The streets were full of hard struggle and national
mourning despite the agreed ceasefire in the central square of
Kiev on 20 February 2014, when the Ukrainian police used live
ammunition. [9]

Protests in Ukraine were not calm, even after deposing
President Viktor Yanukovych on 22.02.2014; the Ukrainian crisis
continued with the events on the Crimean Peninsula and the
shooting down of a Malaysian Boeing 777, on 17 July 2014. The
crisis in Ukraine also had an impact on the May elections to the
European Parliament (Janas, K., & Kucharcik, R., 2014) [10].
Next, we will discuss research events during the appeal of the
Ukrainian president.

We have conducted the present research on several levels
including identification of the research period, as well as the
selection of the mass media.

Deposing of Ukrainian President Victor Yanukovych on 22
February 2014 and the events preceding it are considered to be
a watershed moment in the context of the current crisis in
Ukraine. We decided to analyze events in the Slovak dailies two
weeks before and two weeks after the recall of President Viktor
Yanukovych. We established a total period of four weeks in
which we implemented a content analysis of selected Slovak
newspapers. We rely on the argument of Maxwell McCombs
(2009) [11], by which it can be assumed that the time needed
to transfer the media agenda to the public agenda is usually
between four and eight weeks. 

At the level of media support, we focused on print media,
namely newspapers, as well as information about foreign poli-
cy. We made this choice because of the experience of M.
McCombs (2009) [11], who says that dailies have more capa-
city compared with television because people who read news-
papers usually have more time to get acquainted with the news-
paper agenda. In 2014, Slovakia had 11 daily newspapers, 9 of
which were nationwide periodicals and the other two were of a
regional scope [12].

We focused on the best-selling Slovak newspapers, such
as Hospodarske noviny (Economic News), Novy Cas (New
Time), Dennik Plus Jeden den (Plus One Day Daily), Pravda
(The Truth), SME. They were selected according to the results
of the Office for Costs of Printing Verification ABC SR. [13]

Research method. As part of the intelligence analysis of
media content in private press, we analyzed the text in terms of
social representations. In the research, we primarily applied a
specific method – content analysis of the text developed by
Bernard Berelson in the forties of the 20th century. Berelson
defined content analysis as a research method that allows an
objective, systematic and quantitative description of the mani-
fest content of the text (L. Gulova, & R. Sip, 2013) [14]. The pro-

cedure introduced by Berelson is used for the analysis of news-
paper and radio reports or speeches of statesmen. (T. Trampota,
& M. Vojtechovska, 2010) [15]

The authors led by Winfried Shultz (2004) [16] defined con-
tent analysis as a quantitative research method for a systema-
tic and inter-subjectively verifiable description of communication
content based on scientifically proven questioning. V. Smekal
(in: Marsalova, et al., 1990) [17] considers the method of con-
tent analysis as a technically sophisticated process of analyzing
the results of human activity: «It is a personal analysis of avai-
lable documents and materials that goes beyond merely desc-
ribing, subjective interpretation. However, aim for objectivity, ac-
curacy and validity check.» Miroslav Disman (2011) [18] said:
«Content analysis is a quantitative, objective analysis of the
content of any kind.»

When we use quantitative content analysis, text content ele-
ments are quantified according to their frequency, rank or
degree. When we apply quantitative analysis of the content of
the text, which itself is qualitative (words, phrases, themes) con-
verted to a quantitative measure. Quantitative content analysis
of the text is also called quantitative semantics. (Gavora, 1997)
[19]

The term content analysis was created within the main
stream of positivist inquiry, which considered reliable only mani-
fested text analysis, which is contrary to with interpretative
analysis. While manifest analysis examines only the represen-
tational aspect statements, limited to the qualifications of sur-
face features of the text, interpretive analysis also includes the
implicit meaning of the text. (Plichtova, 2002) [20] The aim of
interpretive text analysis is more holistic and intuitive compared
with descriptive-quantitative analysis [20]. We applied content
analysis with the quantitative approach primarily for the descrip-
tive and interpretative parts. 

As a part of the research, we have studied the following key
categories of evaluation:

1. A number of reports about Ukraine published in the news-
papers. 

2. Placement of reports about Ukraine on the front pages of
the newspapers. 

3. Sections of the published reports about Ukraine in the
contents of the log.

4. People’s profiles in the published reports about Ukraine
in the newspapers.

Results and Discussion. Within the implementation of the
research, we, firstly, processed the statistics concerning the
development of the number of messages with themes related
to the crisis in Ukraine in the analyzed nationwide dailies in the
period from 10 February 2014 to 9 March 2014 (see Table 1).

Then, we analyzed the data related to the evolution of the
occurrence of contributions to the topic of Ukraine during the
mentioned period on the front pages of chosen newspapers as
they are in the focus of readers’ greatest attention (see Table 2).

Next we considered the placement of published articles
about Ukraine in the contents of the monitored nationwide
dailies, namely within specific rubrics (see Table 3).

And finally, we analyzed people who were made public in
the reports about Ukraine in various newspapers in the period
from 10 February 2014 to 9 March 2014. It should be noted that
no matter how many times a person has been mentioned in one
article or in multiple articles within a single journal issue, for
every day we saw it only once. (see more in Tables 4-6).

Discussion. In the period from 10 February 2014 to 9
March 2014 we analyzed nationwide dailies (SME, Pravda, Hos-
podarske noviny) with a total record of 314 messages with sub-
jects linked to the crisis in Ukraine. Total number of posts to the
topic of Ukraine occurred in three coherent waves that were
separated on the day when there was no incidence of mes-
sages in the period from 19 to 22 February 2014, then in the
period from 24 February to 1 March 2014 and in the period from
3 March to 8 March 2014. The highest number of reports for all
the three newspapers was recorded on 3 March 2014 (a total of
35 posts).

If we look at the evolution of contributions for individual
newspapers, it is clear that most messages with the subject of
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Ukraine in the overall period were situated in the daily SME
(140), while the least number of such messages was in the
daily Hospodarske noviny (75). Pravda published 99 posts
relating to the crisis in Ukraine. The daily SME published the
biggest number of messages in one day within the mentioned
period on 4 March 2014 (15), followed by 5 March, 2014 (14).

The first newspaper to disseminate information about the
crisis in Ukraine was Pravda, when it published a post on 12
February 2014. Development of the occurrence of reports for
individual newspapers more or less followed the trend in the
total number of posts of the above three waves.

As analysis of the occurrences of the published nationwide
front page reports about Ukraine indicates, it is clear that one
out of seventeen topics, appearing on the cover pages of the
newspapers, relate to the Ukrainian theme. This was the case
over the whole seven days; reports (articles) about the crisis in
Ukraine appeared in all the analyzed newspapers, so there is a
plausible reason to confirm that Ukraine matters were the topic
of the day.

WORLD ECONOMY AND INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS

Source: Own processing of field research
documents at the University Library in Bratislava

Tab. 1: Number of published reports 

about Ukraine in the newspapers

Source: Own processing of field research documents at the University Library in Bratislava

Tab. 3: Location (section) publicized the report on Ukraine 

in the contents of the newspapers

Tab. 2: Incidence of highly publicized

reports about Ukraine on the front

page of newspapers

Source: Own processing of field research
documents at the University Library in
Bratislava

Source: Own processing of field research documents at the University Library in Bratislava

Tab. 4: Analysis of media coverage of public persons in published reports about Ukraine in the

daily Hospodarske noviny (Economic News) during the period 10.02-9.03.2014
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As for the analysis of location-profile reports about Ukraine
in the contents of the log, we concluded that these topics were
most frequently reported in the foreign news (world news),
respectively, in section views, and analysis. Daily SME and
Hospodarske noviny devoted to this subject area and in other
sections. 

It is interesting that two newspapers have created a special
operational rubric heading on the theme concerning the crisis in
Ukraine: Ukraine (daily SME); Bloodshed,The war in Kyiv,The
crisis in Ukraine (Pravda).

Analysis of high profile individuals in published reports on
Ukraine showed individual diaries providing a different balance
of views. The highest plurality of views is observed within the
abovementioned reference period from 10 February to 9 March
2014. The editors of Pravda published views and opinions
of 130 people, this is apparently more than the list provided
by daily Hospodarske noviny, which presents views and opi-
nions of only 61 people. The daily SME published opinions and
statements of 78 persons. The most common occurrence
regarding persons analyzed in any of the studied newspapers

Source: Own processing of field research documents at the University Library in Bratislava

Tab. 5: Analysis of media coverage of public persons in published reports about Ukraine in the period 10.02-

9.03.2014
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was Viktor Yanukovych, the former
President of Ukraine. In relation to the
daily newspaper Pravda and SME, his
name appeared in 13 issues in the re-
ference period from 10 February 2014
to 9 March 2014, whereas Hospodar-
ske noviny mentioned him in eight is-
sues. The most mentioned among
other people was Russian President
Vladimir Putin, who was reported in the
newspaper Pravda for a period of
eleven days, in SME – for nine days,
while in Hospodarske noviny – for four
days. Insufficient balance of views can
also be seen in the analysis of pub-
lished personal views with regard to the
country from which they come (Uk-
raine, Russia, the European Union,
Slovakia or the rest of the world).

Conclusion. On the basis of con-
ducted content analysis with the quan-
titative approach for the descriptive and
interpretative parts of the foreign news
texts of three nationwide dailies (SME,
Pravda, Hospodarske noviny), we can
conclude that the crisis in Ukraine was
the most published topic in the period
from 10 February to 9 March 2014. This
claim is based on the total number of
published reports related to the theme
of Ukraine, but also based on the fin-
dings that the subject was present on
the most front pages of the nationwide
newspapers, as well as the fact that
seven times Ukraine theme occurred at
the front in all the analyzed newspa-
pers simultaneously. Subject of the cri-
sis in Ukraine was publicized in the
daily press in three waves, with all
three analyzed dailies around the same
period of time.

Analysis published reports place-
ment in contents of the log showed that
the topic of crisis in Ukraine has been
in a number of days present in several
sections of monitored dailies. In addi-
tion, two dailies operatively created a
special operational rubric heading for
Ukrainian topic.

In conclusion, the selected nation-
wide dailies (SME, Pravda, Hospodar-
ske noviny) in the period from 10
February to 9 March 2014 sufficiently informed their readers
about the topic of the crisis in Ukraine. However, the indicated
newspapers have presented the Ukraine topic with a varying
plurality of views and an unbalanced number of opinions and
statements from different public figures and readers.
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